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SYNOPSIS
i
A new method is presented for the design of columns and girders
in unbraced multi-story steel frames which are subjected to combined
horizontal wind loads and distributed gravity loads. The method is
based on the concept of sway subassemblages and considers the elastic-
plastic behavior of girders, the instability of beam-columns, and
second order effects (caused by p-~ moment) on the structure. It
employs a semi-graphical solution using specially prepared charts to
develop the complete horizontal load-deflection relationship for each
story designed. A design procedure is proposed, and an illustrative
e~~mple is included to demonstrate the technique developed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Current (1966) design procedures in the United States limit appli-
cation of plastic design to one- and two-story rigid frames, and to
girders in multi-story frames whose columns are designed by the allo~­
1*
able-stress method 0 This limitation is a consequence of the well-
known assumptions of th~ simple plastic theory.2 Two of these assump-
tions which prevent direct application of the plastic theory to the
design of tall building frames are:
a) Equilibrium equations are formulated on the undeformed
configurations of the structures.
b) Instability of individual members or of the frame as
a whole does not occuro
Both assumpt"ions imply that axial force effects on the member and
frame behavior can be neglectedo Unfortunately, axial force plays a
dominant role in the behavior of unbraced multi-story building frames,
especially when they are subjected to combined gravity and lateral
loads 0 In a given column the axial force, P, acting through a sid.esway
displacement, ~, produces an additional overturning moment commonly
referred to as the p-~ moment. This moment has been found to cause
significant reductions in frame strength and must be accounted for in
any proposed design methods. 3
* 'Supersc~ipts refer to references cited at the end of this report.
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Driscoll has proposed an approximate design method which includes
estimated p-6 moments. 4 The p-~ moment in each story is determined
for an estimated sway deflection occuring between two adjacent floor
levels. This moment is then included in the moment-balancing calcu-
lations along with the moment due to lateral load. The members are
proportioned so that at maximum load the frame (or portions of it)
will fail as a mechanism.
It has been shown that because of the instability effect intro-
duced by p-~ moments the structure might reach its maximum load before
all the plastic hinges required for a mechanism had developed. 3 ,5
Therefore, a failure mechanism would probably form only after the
attainment of the maximum load. As a result, the estimated deflection
used in computing the p-~ moments should be larger than the maximum
load deflection. It is sometimes difficult to find a suitable
deflection for use in the approximate method, because the deflection
at maximum load or at the formation of a mechanism is not usually known.
Heyman has proposed a plastic design method which leads to a design
which is subsequently checked for instability effects. 6 Although the
girders are selected on the basis of the calculated full plastic
moments, the columns are proportioned to remain elastic when the
calculated full plastic moments and axial thrust are applied.
Holmes and Gandhi int~oduced a two-stage design procedure: 7
columns and girders are proportioned according to the sImple plastic
theory in the first stage, and then checked and increased, if
-3
necessary, in the second stage to allow for instability and sway
deflection effects~ -Again, the columns are proportioned to remain
elastic up to failure load.
r~' Anew semi-graphical m~thod of designing columns and girders in
rigidly jointed, unbraced multi-story frames is presented in this
reporto The proposed design method starts with columns and girders
selected initially from a previous preliminary design of the story
under consideration.* Through application of a analysis procedure,
the lateral load versus sway deformation behavior of the story can be
determinedD The members selected from the preliminary design will then
be adequate if the load-deformation behavior of the story is satisfactory.
If a revision of member sizes is necessary the previous analysis will
assist in the selection of the revised members 0 A second analysis may
then be performed 0
The method is based on the concept of sway subassemblages and
utilizes directly the results of a rec~nt study on restrained columns
8 9
with swayD' It is particularly suitable for selecting members for
combined loading. In this method, a story with~.known member sizes is
analyzed by subdividing it into a number of sway subassemblages, each
consisting of a column and on~ or two adjacent girders 0 Each subas-
semblage is then analyzed for its lateral load-sway deflection behavior
by using specially prepared charts which have been developed for
analyzing restrained columns permitted to swayo The resulting load-
deflection curves of all subassemblages in a story are then combined
* An approximate method such as the one 'demonstrated in Refo 4 would
be suitableo
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to give the over-all load-deflection curve for the story. The maximum
lateral load which can be carried by the story may then be determined
from its ~oad-def1ection curve. Since the complete horizontal load-
deflection curve of each story ana~yzed is obtained from the design
calculations, the members may be selected on the basis of maximum
strength, maximum deflection (at working or factored load) or for any
other suitable load or deflection criterion.
The sway subassemblage method of designing unbraced multi-story
frames permits the desigtler to account for reduction in strength due
to p-~ effects (on -both members and frame), residual stresses in columns,
plastification of columns, and the formation of plastic hinges in the
girders. In addition, the failure mechanism and sequence of plastic
hinge formation may be determined for the story under consideration.
The following conditions are imposed on the frame and its loads:
1) The load-deflection behavior of the frame is confined to
the plane of the frame and out-af-plane deformations are
assumed to be prevented a Bracing is provided in the
perpendicular direction. All members are subjected to
uniaxial bending only (the possibility of biaxial bending
is not considered).
2) Columns are continuous of the same section through at
least two stories. (This assumption at~empts to approxi-
mate columnsina,~p'"(a.ctical,fr~tne)·.,
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3) Load factors used in the design example are as follows:
Gravity loading: L.F. = 1.70
Combined loading: L.F. = 1.30
4) Uniformly distributed gravity loads are applied to the
girders. Distributed wind loads are applied as concen-
trated loads at floor levels.
5) Only ASTM A36 andA44l steels are considered. The design
charts given in Appendix I were.,prepared for A36 steel
(cry = 36 ksi) but can be used with little modification
for A441 steel.
:~6
2 . SWAY SUBASSEMBlAGES ~ND RESTRAINED COLUM:NS
;~ :
2.1 Possible Plastic Hinge Locations and Failu're Mechanisms
Consider an unbraced multi~story frame with approximately equal
story heights as shown in Fig. l(a). The factored distributed gravity
loads 1.3w (L.F. = 1.30) are first applied to the frame then followed
by the lateral loads increasin~ from zero to a maximum (equal to 1.30
times the working load). The problem is to design the two-story unit
(portion of the frame with columns continuous over the ,two stories)
between floor levels n-1 and n+l for the combined lateral and gravity
loads.
Before ",discussing the dt=sign method it is worthwhile to examine
the behavior of the frame under the gradually increasing lateral loads.
Figure l(b) shows ,the bending moment diagram for the members in the
two story unit when ,the frame is subjected to gravity loads only. The
initial application of the lateral load introduces additional bending
moments such as those shown in Fig. l(c). When these two moment
diagrams are combined the bending moments at the leeward ends of the
girders increase while those at the windward ends decrease. The leeward
ends of the girders are therefo~e the potential locations for the first
plastic hinges. Similarly, the bending moments at the ends of certain
columns increase during initial application of the lateral loads, making
it possible for the first plastic hinges to form at the tops and bottoms
of these columns. As the lateral loads increase additional plastic
hinges form in other columns and in the girders until eventually the
two-story' unit". ·,orl.~a :por-tio~ of"-it b.ecomes ,a mechanism.
273.37
Figures l(d) and l(e) show two possible failure mechanisms for
-7
the two-story unit. In a weak~girder, strong-column design, plastic
hinges are likely to form in the girders anq the failure mechanism
, · 7 ,10 d~ould be that of F~g. l(d) '. If a strong-gir er weak column
approach is used in the design, the sway mechanism shown in Fig. 1(e)
will be the probable mechanism6 ,10. The design method proposed in
this report is suitable for performing desig~using either approach.
2.2 Windward, Interior and Leeward Sway Subassemblages
The appropriate sway subassemblages to be used in the proposed
design procedure ~ill now be developed. Co~sider again the two-story
unit between floor levels n-1 and n+l of Fig. 1(a). The central
portion containing the girder at level n is now isolated from the
frame by passing cuts through the~ inflection points .of'" ...the columns
above and below level n. The resulting structure is shown in Fig. 2.
Also shown are the forces acting on the members and the resulting
deformations. The total shear between levels nand n-1 -~s designated
as ~Hn-l. Similarly the total shear between levels nand n+1 is
designated as ~H , which is equal to ~H 1 + H. The constants
n n- n
AA' AB----define the distribution of the total shear to the columns.
~~~~emade in order to simplify the
discussion and to facilitate the design computations:
1) Both stories of the two-story unit are of equal height.
<l 2) The point of inflection in each column above and below
level n is at mid-height of the column.
3) The distribution constants A A ----are the same for
A' B
both stories.
-,8
4) All columns in.a story undergo equal sways.
5) The column axial loads remain constant during the
application of the lateral load.
The first assumption is usually satisfied for most frames and the
second and fourth assumptions become exact if both stories fail by
sway mechanism. The third assumption is easily justifi-ed if the member
stiffnesses in the two stories do not differ appreciably. ,Since the
column axial loads actually vary during ·app1ication of the lateral
loads, the fifth assumption is not fully justified, but with a suitable
distribution of axial loads in equilibrium with the gravity loads, a
safe design of the two-story unit ~s possible. This assumption is
discussed further in Art. 5.2. These assumptions and others to be made
later in this report will be discussed at greater length in a subsequent
11
report.
Referring again to Fig~ 2, each of the upper columns applies a
bending moment to each joint, which is equal to*
~
Mn -1 = (AL:Hn -1 ) ~ + Pn _1 n ;1 (1)
A shear force A~H 1 in each of the upper columns is also transmitted
n-
to the lower columns and may be combined with the additional shear
AHn (due to the lateral loads Hnat story level n). to give the total
shear in each of the lower columns, AEH
n
. Figure 3 shows the a~ial
forces and bending moments applied to the lower story from the upper
columns. The columns between levels nand n+1 and the girders at level
n are then to be designed to resist all the loads shown in the figu~e.
* Refer to Arto 2.3 for an explanation of the sign convention.
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-Each column between levels nand n+1 and its adjacent girders at
level n .may be isolated to form sway subassemblages. In ,each sway
subass,emblage', the girders are considered as the restraining members
·which help the columns resist the applied loads. The four sway subas-
semb1ages at leveen of the frame shown in .Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 4~
in which it is assumed that the lateral load is applied from the left.
Figure 4(a) shows the windward sway subassemblage. It is defined
as that portion of a two-story unit containing the upper half of an
exterior column on the windward side of the frame between levels nand
n+1 plus the adjacent girder at level n.
The two interior sway subassemblages are shown in Fig. 4(b) and
4(c). An interior swaysubassemblage is defined as that portion of a
two-story unit containing the upper half of an interior column between
levels nand n+l plus the two adjacent girders at level n.
A leeward sway~subassemblage is shown in Fig. 4(d). It is defined
as that portion of a two-story unit containing the upper half of an
exterior column on the leeward side of the frame between levels nand
n+l plus the adjacent girder at level n.
2.3 Restrained Column in the Sway Subassemblage
The two story ..unit n-1 to n+1 of Fig. 1 has now been reduced to
four sway subassemb1ages each consisting of one column plus one or two
adjacent girders. The near ends of the girders are rigidly attached to
the column and thus provide rotational restraint at the column top.
To analyze these subas~emblages under gradually increasing lateral
load, it is first necessary to obtain a solution to the restrained
column shown in Fig. 5. In this column, the characteristic of the
restraining member (shown as ~pring) is assumed to be known and does
not change with the applied loado* The column may then be analyzed to
obtain its lateral load-sway deflection relationship including the
effect of p-~ moment.
The forces acting on the restrained column, and the resulting
deformation configuration are shown in Figs:. ~(a) and (b). The sign
convention for moments and rotations adopted in the analysis is as
follows: The external joint moment and the moment acting at the end
of the column are positive when clockwise, and the restraining moment
(acting at the joint) offered by the restraining member is positive
, Q, r , are measuredwhen cou,nterclockwise" The three rotations,
,··,,·····',,···_·~·.. ··.·.. ,·,·,,···,,__.7,,·,',·.,",'-,.'.·.·".~·,·, .. '.7,.-.~·,·,· ... ·.·,...·" ...,.,....... _".,'.·..·',.,.,.,....'.,'__,..•·.,·.,~,_·,·.~ __".'.,7,,"'.'"...,_,~~._~~_~_:.:.,"_~,=,~~=~= .._.~......",=,~'".~"''''"''- ..,'=,..'_..""_c'.~".'.'~,;; ..~,"',~,"".""'"~,c= .."',",.~.,.'" .. ,"",.,,,....,_
from the reference lines as shown in and are positive when
• ...._....--·"-~_·,,"-~~~_,,,.'.,·,",",.~'·'''~7 ..~,.''"..',.~·., ..~"~ .."'_,~~ ...,_~.._...'"',.~ .•""',"'N....'".=_~,_.".,~,~.,,, •.,·_~._~· ..".",__'ov...·~,~"_,.·_, ...,~' ....=~·..,~"'~,,, ..,~~""'7_ ...=-·..'~~'''"''"'''' ..'OV''".•·..'., ..~,,.;,,,·.,'"'.,- ... ,.,'W'..'...7~".~ ....;.",.,.,.".".'__;,'c.,'," ....__.."..,_=c" ..,.-
clockwise (r as shown is therefore negative) 0
From statics the moment at the upper end of the column of Fig.
5(b) is given by
b.
M =- (AL:H ) h - p -E.
n n 2 n 2 (2)
This moment may be compared with the moments M 1 given by Fig. ,3.
n-
Since ~H > ~H land P > P 1 and A has been assumed to be equal forn n- n - n-
* The restraining characteristics of real girders are affected by the
successive formation of plastic hinges in the structure and do not
remain constant, Chapter 3 will present a more detailed discussion
of the restraining characteristics of girders and how they can be
evaluated 0
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the upper and lower columns, the moment M from Eq. 2 is likely to be
n
numerically larger than ~-l. In fact, if the deflection ~ is equal
n
to or greater than ~n-l' ~ will always be numerically larger than
M l' For practical calculationsM l' may be conservatively assumed
n- n-
equal to M .
n
Referring again to Fig. 5(b), eq~ilibrium of moments at the upper
joint requires that
M
r = 'Mn - 1 - Mn
or using the above assumption,
M· = - 2Mr n
(3 )
(4)
The rotations 9, r and ~n/h shown in Fig. 5(b) are also related by the
compatibility condition
~
n
-. =
h
(5)
The detailed
The load-deflection relationship (Qn vs ~n/h) of the restrained column
shown in Fig. 5 can be determined by solving Eqs. 2, 4 and 5 with the
12
known moment-rotation char~cteristic of the column
solution is given in Appendix I where sample charts are also presented
(Figures 24 to 27). Each chart is for a given ,combination of PIP andy
h'(j'r .~ratios of the column member. The lateral force, Qn' is nondimen-
'sionalized as Qnh/2~c with ~c being the plastic moment of the column
corresponding to the given pip ratio. 12 Each curve in the charty
defines the relationship between Qnh/2M and ~n/h for a constantpc
,~estraining characteristic.
~12
Only charts which are required for analyzing the subassemblages
in the illustrative example are included in ,Appendix I. Additional
charts covering a wide range of p/p and h/r values have beeny
prepared and will be available in a separate report.
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3. RESTRAlNING CHARACTERISTICS OF GIRDERS
3.1 General Behavior and Assumptions
In order to obtain the lateral load vs. sway deflection curve of
a subassemb1age, it is first necessary to determine the rotational
restraining characteristics of the adjacent girders. Initially, each
column,l in a story is subjected to a certain restraint which is a
function of the elastic and/or inelastic propertie~of all columns and
girders in the story. With increasing sway this restraint gradually
reduces to zero because of the successive formation of plastic hinges
in the colum~s and girders.
Consider again the sway subassemblages shown in Fig. 4. The
column in each sway subassemblage is restrained by the adjacent girders.
The far ends of the girders are, in turn, restrained by,the remaining
members in the story (shown as springs). Obviously, a practical design
method· can not consider the influence of all columns and girders in a
story on the restraining characteristics of a joint, especially if the
frame contains many bays. For design purposes it wduld be sufficiently
accurate to determine the restraint at the far end of a girder by
considering only the restraining effect of the column and girder which
are connected directly to that end.
Figu~e 6 shows a typical interior sway subassemblage B'-B, plus the
selected columns and girders connected to the far ends of tQe girders in
the subassemblage. This a~sembl~ge of members will be used in developing
equations for the initial restraint of the column in the sway subas-
'-14
semblage. The following assumptions will be made in the subsequent
development in order to facilitate the discussion and to simplify the
design computations:
1), At any given sway, pribr to the formation of the first
plastic hinge, the rotations of joints B' and C' are
equal. Similarly the rotation of joints Band C are equal.
4) The effect of axial loads in the members on the initial
restraining characteristics is neglected.
3) The initial restraining characteristic is changed only
with the formation of plastic hinges within the sway
subassemblage and in the columns at joints B' and B.
The first assumption introduces negligible error in the calculation of
the initial restraining characteristic at Joint A. The second as~ump-
tion was examined in detail during the development of the method and was
found to be valid for most practical columns. The thi~d assumption will
be discussed at greater length in Art. 3.3.
\_.~... Since the proposed design method examines separately the lateral
load versus deflection behavior of each sway $ubassemblage, the lateral
restraints offered by the &djacent sway subassemblages must be
considered. However, the effect of considering the assembl?ge of
members shown in ~ig. 6 is to attempt to enforce sway compatibility of
all the subassemblages in the story. Thus the total shear resistance
of each subassemblage is accounted for in the applied load Q . As a
n
result, the lateral reaction between sway subassemblages is zeroo
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3.2 Initial Restraining Coefficient
=15
The initial restraining coefficient will be evaluated with the aid
of Figs. 6 and 7. Under combined gravity and lateral loads causing
sway to the right, the members to the left of joint A will produce a
counterclockwise moment MAB , at the windward face, of Col. A, as shown
in Fig. 7. This moment given by
e
A
,(6)
represents the initial restraining moment due to flexure of the members
to the left of A.
In Eq. 6, E is the modulus of elasticity, lAB' the strong axis
moment of inertia of girder AB', t' the clear span length of the
AB'
girder, QA the joint rotation and KAB' the initial restraining
coefficient which is a function of the stiffnesses of the members to
the left of A. If the coefficient KAB , is known, the initial restrain-
ing moment due to the members to the left of A can be determined from
Eq. 6.
The initial restraining moment due to the members to the right of
joint A can be similarly determined from the expression
M -K
AB AB
(7)
if the initial restraining coefficient KAB is known.
-16
Based on the frame shown in Fig. 7 and the previous assumption
that QB = QC' an analysis using the slope-deflection equations gives
[3+
(KAB ,} ]005~ + "1 + a' 1"2 (8)K = 6AB 3 - O.5a+S+1.5~
where
hA rAB [i + 2dA/tAB ]Q' = dAB/hA (9)tAB IA +
= hAIAB , [~ + 2dA/tAB , ]a' (10)
.{,AB,IA + dAB 1 /hA
hBIAB [~ + 2dB/tAB ]~ = tABlB + d /h' (11)AB B
hBIBC [~ + 2dB/tBc ]7l = (12)
.{,BC lB + d /hBe ~B
The derivation of Eq. 8 is given in.Appendix II. A modification
of Eq. 8 to account for the effect of axial force in the columns is also
discussed in Appendi~ 110
In Eqs. 9 to 12, lAB' IAB'----are the strong axis moments of
inertia of girders AB, AB'----. Similarly IA a~~. I B are the strong
axis moments of inertia of columns A and B. Al~ other quantities are
shown in Fig. 6.
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It can be seen by examining Eqs. 9 to 12 that the terms in the
brackets will be equal to unity when twice the ratio of column depth
to clear girder span is equal to the ratio of girder depth to clear-
column height. In that case, the equations may be simplified to
-17
(9a)
(lOa)
(11a)
(12a)
For most frames of practical dimensions the terms in the brackets will
vary between O~80 and 1.20. Examples have indicated that within this
range, computation of KAB (Eq. 8) using Eqs. 9a to 12a is justifiedQ
If the initial restraining coefficient to the right of joint A,
(13)
-18
Similarly 'KAB , is given by
[,3 - ~'~1[4 - ~IJ (14)
in which KB'A is obtained from Eq. 8 with appropriate changes of the
subscripts.
The total initial restraining moment, M
rA , at Col. A is equal to
the sum of the moments given by Eqs. 6 and 7, that is*
(15)
in which SA is the column top rotation at A and is valid only for values
less than the rotation at which the first plastic hinge forms.
Equations 6 and 7 give the induced moment at the column face due
to la~eral load. The total moment at the column face will then be
equal to the induced moment plus the moment due to gravity load on
the girder.
The bending moment at the centerline of the column will also be
required. This moment can be related to the moment at the column face
as shown in Fig. 8. The total moment at the centerline of Col. A for
example is gtven by
*The non-dimensionalized form of this equation is used in Chapter 4
when deteTInining the shear resistance of a story. In its non-
dimensional fonm, Mr will be called the restraining function.
273.37
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+ (
..MAB 1+M:s fA)
~AB' ,(16)
in which:*
F 1.3wAB , (-tAB12:M
AB
, = = fixed-end moment at face of Col. A due12
to factored ~ravity load 1.3w in
AB'
span AB'
F 1. 3wAB (-t.ABf
M fixed-end moment at face of Col. A due
AB 12
to factored gravity load 1. 3wAB in
span AB
dA = :depth of Col. A.
All other terms were defined previously.
~.3 ·Reduction of Restraining Coefficient
With increasing sway, successive formation of plastic hinges in the
columns and girders will result in a gradual reduction of the initial
restraining coefficient. It will be necessary to evaluate the magnitude
/
of the restraining coefficient and the column top rotation corresponding
to the change in the restraining coefficient. For the subassemblage
shown in Fig. 6, the values of restraining coefficients KAB, and KAB ,
at joint A, after the formation of each plastic hinge, and the corres-
ponding rotation, gA' will be required.
* It will be assumed that the bending ~oments at the ends of the girders
due to gravity loads are equal to the fixed-end mo~ents.
-20,.
Figure 9 shows the interior subassemblage with its possible
locations of plastic hinges. The sequence in which these hinges form
will depend on the relative member stiffnesses, plastic moment
capacities of columns and girders' and the intensity of gravity loads
on the girders. Plastic hinges 1, 3, 4, 6 and 7 will usually be the
first plastic hinges to form and will occur at the ends of the members.
In certain cases, plastic hinges 2 and 5 may form at the windward ends
of the girders instead of somewhere in the span. Reference 4 presents
a method for computing the position of these plastic hinges and the
corresponding moments at the nearest column faces. Although all
plastic hinges shown are possible for an interior sway subassemblage,
only plastic hinges 4, 5, 6 and 7 can occur in a windward sway subas-
semb1age. Similarly only plastic hinges 1, 2, 3, and 4 can occur in a
leeward sway subassemblage.
~ Because of the definition of a sway subassemblage, only plastic
hinges 3, 4 ,and 5 can participate in the formation of a mechanism.
Plastic hinges 1, 2, 6 and 7 will reduce the lateral stiffness of the
sway subassemblage, but their formation alone cannot reduce the subas-
semblage to a mechani~~
The general procedure for determining the reduced values of restrain-
ing coefficients with the formation of plastic hinge~will now be
discussed. Reference will be made to Fig. 9 through the folluwing
discussion.
-21
Effect of Plastic Hinges in the Girders: - The restraining coefficients
KAB1 and ~B are associated with tpe moments at .the faces of Col. A
and thus with the plastic hinges which can form at A (plastic hinges
3 and 4). Therefore a mechanism can occur only when both KAB1 and
KAB have been reduced to zero.
The restraining coefficients KB'A' KAB , , KAB and -KBA , will be
reduced from their initial values as discussed in ,Arto 3 0 2 to either
300 or zero depending on the restraining coefficient being considered
and ~he location of the plastic hinges which formo
For example, if plastic hinge 6 forms first, KAB and KBA would be
reduced to 300' and zero respectively for increased swayo Restraining
coefficients K
AB
, and KB'A would remain at their initial values 0
If the second plastic hinge to form is 3, KAB, would be reduced to
zeroo The value of KB'A would be immaterial since all members to the
left of plastic hinge 3 would not be able to resist further sway 0
KAB and ~A would remain ,at their previous values of 3.0 and zero.
If plastic hinge 5 forms next, KAB, and KAB 'would now both be
z~ro, and the sway subassemblage would become a mechanisIDo
Examples have shown that plastic hinges 3 and 6 can form at
relatively small sway dep~nding upon the difference between the M df
P
the girders and the moments due to gravity loads. Thus the formation
of plastic hinges in girders B'-C' and B-C, Fig. 9, will have a minor
effect on the load-deflection curve of the subassemblage. For simp1i-
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city they will be neglected in this discusaion.*
-Effect of Plastic Hinges in the Columns: - The formation of plastic
hinge 4 results in a mechanism condi~ion of the sway subassemblage.
This mechan~sm will occur regardless of the number and location of
other plastic hinges in the columns and girders.
}
Plastic hinge 4 will form when theltotal moment at the centerline
of Col. A, given by Eq. 16 is equal to 2Mpc of Col. A, (Refer to Eq.
4). The girder moments MAB1 , M ----iniq . 16 and the restrainingfi ~B ''i ,
coefficients associated with them will depend on the number and
location of the other plastic hinges in the sway subassemblage.
Axial force effects maY,""reauce the plastic moment capacities of
columns 'B I and B to a level where plastic hinges land 7 could form at
reaatively small sway. Since plastic hinges 3 and 6 can also form at
relatively small sway (as previously discussed), it will be assumed
for simplicity that the reduction of restraining coefficients due to
the formation of plastic hinges 1 and 7 will be the same as that due
to the formation of plastic hinges 3 and 6 in the girders 0 Calcu-
lations have shown that the resulting error in the load-deflection
curve for the sway subassemblage is relatively small, for frames of
normal proportions and loading.**
* If, however, girders B1 -C' qr B-C are unusually stiff in co~parison
with the girders in the subassemblage the effect of p1asticL.hinges
in these members may have to be considered 0
** This assumption will be examined at greater length in a sub~,equent
report. 11
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K - Q Relationships: - The procedure for determining the column top
rotation corresponding to the reduction of restraining coefficients
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(17)
will now be discussed. Referehce again will be made to,Fig. 9 through-
out the discussion.
Initial sway will produce a rotation.Q .at the top of column ,A.
A
From an analysis based on the slope-deflection equations, QB
'
and QB
are related to Q
A
by the equations
Q
B
= [KAB2 - 4 ]Q
A
and
Q_ [KAB I - 4]B' ~ 2 QA (18)
where KAB and ~B' are initial restraining coefficients given by Eqs.
8 and 14.
The moments at the ends of both girders can now be computed for
any value of SA prior to the formation of the first plastic hinge.
For example:
Q
A
(19)
M K
EIAB ~B2- 1QABA BA tAB
MAB, = KAB ,
EIAB, Q
A
tAB'
~IA = KB'A
EIAB , [KAB~ _.~ Q
tAB' A
(20)
(21)
(22)
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Since the value of QA corresponding to the formation of plastic
hinges at the ends of the girders is: required, then, MAB , MBA ----are
the differences between the plastic moments of the girders and the
bending moments caused by gravity loads (Art. 3.2), and K K ----are,AB' BA
initial restraining coefficients.* So~ving each of Eqs. 19 to 22 for
SA will give the column top rotation corresponding to the formation of
plastic hinges at the ends of the girders. The first plastic hinge
will correspond to the smallest value o'f eA - Substituting this value
of QA into equations 19 to 22 will then give the bending moments at the
ends of the girders corresponding to the first plastic hinge,
For increased sway of the subassemblage, rotations 9B and QB' are
again determined from Eqs. 17 and 18, where KAB and KAB , are either at
their previous initial values or re~~ced as previously discussed,
depending on the location of the ~irst plastic hinge. Similarly the
increment of rotation QA required to form additional plastic hinges at
the ends of the girders can be computed from Eqs. 19 to 22 where MAB ,
MBA----are now the differences between the plastic moments of the
girders and the bending moments corresponding to the formation of the
first plastic hinge. Again, KAB , KBA----are ~ither at their initial
values or reduced as previously discussed. The column top rotation e
A
corresponding to formation of the second plastic hinge will be ~he
. smallest value of the sum of the rotation corresponding to the first
plastic hinge plus the increment of rotation.
* If plastic hinges 2 and 5 occur within the span of the girders, then
~B and MB'A are the differences between the column face moments
corresponding to the posltion of the plastic hinge and the bending
moments caused by gravity loads (Ref_ 4).
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This procedure is repeated until the restraining coefficients
KAB , and KAB have both been reduced to zero.
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The bending moments at the column centerlines must also be checked
by Eq. 16 to determine if their plas~ic mo~ent capacities have been
,~~;
N
reached. Examples have indicated that this check may be made following
each of the above calculations for column top rotation 9A , or after
KAB1 and KAB have reached zero. If. the plastic moment capacity of a
column has been exceeded at a certain stage th~n the value of 9A
computed prior to this stage is not valid and the girder moments must
be modified so that they are in equilibrium with the known column
moment. The correct value of QA corresponding to the formation of the
plastic hinge in the column may then be determined as before.
With the complete restraining characteristic having been determined,
the horizontal load-deflection curve of the subassemblage may be
constructed as discussed in Chapter 4 with the aid of the restrained
column charts such as those shown in Figs. 24 to 27 in Appendix I.
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4 . SHEA,R RES'[STANCE OF A STORY
4.1 Load-Deflection Curve of ~,Sway Subassemblage
The total horizontal shear resistance provided by the members in
a story is the sum of the shear resistances of the individual sway
subassemblages in the story. The shear resistance of a sway subas-
sembla~e is determined from its load-deflection curve. The procedure
for constructing this load-deflection curve will now be discussed.
Again consider the interior sway subassemblage shown in Figs. 6
and 9. The initial restraining moment at the faces of column A was
given by Eq. 15. The initial restraining moment at the column center-
line will then be equal to the 80m of these moments ~lus the additional
restraining moments produced by the girder shears, at the column faces
as discussed in Art. 3.2. This- restraining moment can be closely
approximated b~ using the center-to-center girder span L in Eq. 15
instead of the clear girder span~.· With this substitutiQu, and non-
dimensionalizing Eq. 15 with respect to the reduced plastic moment
capacity of columnA, the _t!t!tial res tr~j:RiDg function, Mrl , at A is
given by
(23)
in which M is the reduced plastIc moment capacity of Col. A. K
AB
,pcA
and KAB are the initial restraining coefficients, and gA is the column
top rotation in rad. Equation 23 is valid only for values of SA less
than the rotation corresponding to the formation of the first plastic
hinge.
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Equation 23 can be rewritten in the form
with
-27
(24)
(25)
If the value of QA' corresponding· to the formation of the first
plastic hinge is substituted into Eq. 24" then, since k andM are
, 1 pcA
known, M
r1 will equal the maximum value of initial restraining function.
This maximum value will be designated M~l' and is equal to j:;J:L~_~~lJ::Igtn~
i P:E,m,..m_Qffi§J:1J;e_,_,g."t.~~,!h.§_",_._~"QJ~J1lg~"i Qll.~Q.f ...~-.J;h~~_"~_~~:!.~I,_~t:~~~"l?~l9-~§~_1;j;.£"~~hJ n~~~ ..
- Similarly for a column top rotation QA greater than that corres-
ponding to the first plastic hinge but less than that corresponding
to the second plastic hinge, the restraining function at A will be
given by
(26)
in which k 2 is a function,of the restraining coefficients KAB , and
KAB which have been calculated, as discussed in Chapter 3, at the
formation of the first plastic hinge. If the value of QA corresponding
to the formation of the second plastic hinge is supstituted in Eq. 26,
the restraining function will be equal to its maximum value M~2.
This proce~ure is continued until the value of the restraining
function prior to the formation of the last plastic hi~ge, together
with its maximum value when the last plastic hinge has formed, have
f been determined.
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Figure 10 shows a typical non-dimensionalized load-deflection
curve (o-a-b-c-d) for an interior sway subassemblage, This curve can
be constructed with the aid of charts such as those shown in Figs, 24
to 27 in Appendix I.
The initial portion of the curve (o-a), in Fig, 10, follows the
curve corresponding to initial restraining function~~ I' The maximum
'r
value of the restraining function, M' ) is reached at point a. The
rl
restraining function then reduces to the value MrZ ' The curve a-b is
then constructed parallel to the alb' segment of the curve for M
r2
,
Point b determines the maximum value of restraining function, M' ,
rZ
Similarly, the curve b,-c is constructed parallel to the segment b"-C"
of the curve M
r3 and point c determines the maximum value of restrain~
ing function, M' .
r3
A mechanism is formed at point c. Curve c-d then is determined by
the second order rigid-plastic mechanism solution, which, for the
mechanism involved is the curve for constant restraining moment, M' .
r3
The derivation of curves 'M and M' which are plotted in each of
r r
the charts is given in Appendix I.
Non-dimensionalized load-deflection curves similar to the one shown
in Fig. 10 are constructed for each sway subassemblage in a story with
the aid of charts as mentioned above. Before combining these curves
(See Art. 402), the ordinate to each curve is multiplied by the value
of 2M /h corresponding to that curve. The resulting Q versus ~/h curvespc
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are then combined graphica~ly to determine the load-deflection curve
of the storyo*
402 Load-Deflection CU.rve of a Story
Figure 11 illustrates the method of combining load-deflection
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curves 0 At a given sway, ~/h) the ordinates Q of each load-deflection
curve are summed and plotted as ~Q for the story.
Since the load-deflection curves for each sway subassemblage
determine the sway (6/h) at the formation of each plastic hinge in the
subassemblage, then the sequence of plastic hinge formation in the
story (order of formation with increasing sway) can be determined from
the load-deflection curve of the storyo
This load-deflection curve also determines the maximum shear
resise'ance of the story ~Q( ) and the shear resistance corresponding
max
to the formation qf a mechanism, ~Q(mechanism).
Recall, that it was assumed in,Arto 3~2 that at zero sway of a
subassemblage, the bending moments at the ends of the girders due to
gravity loads are equal to the fixed-end moments: Referring to the
windward sway subassemblag~ shown in Figq 4, for example, it is evident
that under such bending moments, the subassemblage can be in equilibrium
in .a non-swayed condition only tf a horizontal force directed to the
left is acting at the. top 0f Col~ Ao Since the existence of this force
is ignored when constructing the load-deflection curve, the lateral load
Q (Figo 4), corresponding to a given sway will be somewhat underestimated.
nA
* The abcissa to each curve may be left in the non~dimensional form ~/h.
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The reve~se situation exists, however, ·with the leeward sway
subassemblage shown in Fig. 4. The lateral load Q corresponding to
nD
a given sway will be overestimated.
The same arguments also apply to the interior sway subassemblages.
However, the lateral loads Q Band Q will either be underestimated or
n nC
overestimated depending on the relative magnitudes of the fixed-end
moments to either side of the restrained cOlumns.
If the frame and its gravity loads are symmetrical, these errors
will cancel one another. The load-deflection curve for a story will
then be correct, although the separate load-deflection curves for
windward and leeward sway subassemblages will be in error.
Examples have shown that for uns:ymmetrical frames this error in
the load-deflection curve of a story will be relatively small providing
either the frame or gravity load is not highly unsymmetrical. This will
be discussed further in Chapter 5.
The example given in Chapter 5 will ill~strate t~e steps involved
in determining the shear resistance of a story.
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5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE AND PROPOSED DESIGN PROCEDURE
Sol Illustrative Example
Problem: Figure 12(a) shows a portion of a three-bay multi-story
frame similar to the frame shown in Fi.go l(a). The columns and girders
at level 20 have been selected from a previous analysis.* ,The columns
are continuous from level 19 to level 21. Inflection points are assumed
along sections 'X-X and Y-Y at mid-height of the columns in each story.
The reduced central portion of the two-story unit containing level
20 is shown in Fig. l2(b). Also shown are the·.-,assumed column and girder
sections and the applied loads. Although wind from both left and right
must be considered for a complete analysis, this example will consider
only wind from the left. Tqe factored wind shear between levels 20 and
21 is 148.5 kips (L.F. = 1.30). The column axial loads, assumed
constant, have been computed as the algebraic sum of the graviti loads
on all girders above level 21, plus the accumulated girder shears
corresponding to a combined mechanism in all stories above level 20
under the overturning moment due to wind plus p-L\ moment (assuming ~/h
0.020 in each story at the formation of the combined mechanism)¢
ok The frame shown in Fig. 12(a) is a portion of "FRAME CIt contained in
"PIASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES - LECTURE NOTES - VOLUME 2';
Fritz Laboratory Repott 273.20, Lehigh University. The columns and
girders at level 20 were analyzed by the sway subassemblge method of
design in Design Example 1901 of the LECTURE NOTES. Preliminary
member sizes were selected from the approximate design performed in
Lecture 16 of the LECTURE NOTES. (Refo 4). Although the girders
selected for the illustrative example in this report are the same as
those used in Design Example 19.1, a subsequent analysis using the
sway subassemblage method indicated that the column sizes could be
modified slightlYa It should also be pointed out that A36 coiumns
aucl gird,ers are ,assumed in this. illust-rative exampl.~ whe,rea~ A36
girders and A441 columns were used in Design Example 19.1.
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The problem will be to analyze the frame shown in Fig. l2(b) using
the sway subassemblage method of design and to determine the
a) Load-deflection curve for this frame (Fig. 12(b))
b) Maximum shear resistance of the frame and the corres-
ponding deflection index 6/h.
c) Shear resistance at formation of a mechanism and the
corresponding deflection index ~/h.
d) Deflection index corr~sponding to factored lateral load.
A summary of the preliminary column sections and assumed ~xial loads
is given in Table, I ..~ Column and girder properties are given in Table II.
Step 1 - Calculation of Restraining Coefficients K
The initial restraining coefficients have been calculated from ,Eqs.
8, 9a, lOa, l1a, l2a and 13.* They are tabulated in Table III. The
reduced values of restraining coefficients are to be calculated for each
of the four sway subassemblages in the story, (See Fig. 4). In addition
the column top rotation corresponding to each reduction of restraining
coefficient is also to be determined.
Joint A
Initial rotation of joint A, QA' is accompani~d by a corresponding
rotation of B, QB' which can be determined from Eqo 17 as follows:
(27)
* The terms in bracke'ts in Eqs. 9, 10, 11 a~d 12 range from 0 .95 to
.1.05 for this illustiative example. These terms were considered equal
to unity and the simplified equations (9a to l2a) used.
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The corresponding girder end moments at A and B due to lateral loads,
can be determined from Eqs. 19 and 20 as fo11ows:*
M
AB
(5050)(29,500)(2096) 5 9 k-ft= 9A = 1.27 x 10(224)(12) A
·l\A (6067)(29,500)(2096) (0.75) QA
5
(224)(12) 1.15 x 10 SA ,k-ft
l\c (6035)(29,500)(2096) (0.75) QA
5
= = 1.92 x 10 SA k-ft(-7 (224)(12)
b., l'\-~ .,,j
('"
t \:·1
(28)
(29) .
(30)
Initial girder end moments at A and B due to the distributed gravity
loads are assumed equal to the fixed-end moments (Art. 3.2):
F (5.66)(224)2
·M - - - 164 k-ft (31)AB (12)(144)
MF. = + 164 k-ft (32)
BA
{C - - (6.15)(128)2 = - 58 k-ft (33)(12)(144)
Note that the clear span length, t, is used in these computations.
It is evident that a plastic hinge will form at the leeward end of
girder AB. A second plastic hinge may develop near the windward end.
The location of the second plastic hinge can be determined according to
the procedure discussed in Reference 4. Its location depends on the
plastic moment capacity of the girder, M , and the intensity of thep
* Equation 30 is obtained from Eq. 19 by changing subscripts to give
EIBe ,,- ."'\
MBC = KBC t BC
\eBand then substituting for QB ~Sing Eq. 27. This
moment is required at this point in the computations,so that the
centerline moment in Col. B can be computed.
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distributed gravity-load. In this example the second plastic hinge is
found to develop at the windward end of girder AB, and is assumed to
form at the column face~"
Assuming for the present that no plastic hinges occur in Columns A
or B, the rotations SA corresponding to the formation of plastic hinges
at the windward and leeward ends of girder AB can be computed from Eqs.
28, 29, 31 and 32.
/", y,
\
9 = 6QO + 164 = Ot0060 rad (windward)
A 1.27 x 10 5
600 - 164 = 0.0038 rad (leeward)
1.15 x 105
(34)
(35)
where the moments at A and B, ~B and~A are at their maximum values
equal to,Mp plus or minus the fixed-end moment (Eq. 31 and 32). The
leeward plastic hinge occurs first at SA = 0.0038 rad. Substitution of
GA into Eq., __~~.g,ives MAB = 484 k-ft. For increased rotation at A,
restraining coefficient KAB reduces to 3.0 (girder with one end hinged).
Equation 28 then becomes
M
AB
= (3.0)(29,500)(2096)
(224)(12)
5SA = 0.69 x 10 QA k-ft (36)
and at the formation_of the second plastic hinge
SA = 0.0038 + 600 - (484-1~4) ~ 0.0079 rad
0.69 x 10
(37 )
Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the bending moment distribution in girder
AB at the formation of the first and second plastic hinges.
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The column' mome,n,ts at A and B can now be checked to determine if
Mpc has been exceeded in either column. The bending moments occuring
at the column centerline will in general be different than those
-35
joint A is 608 k-ft.
computed at the column faces 0 The total column moment at a joint can
corresponding to the formation of both plastic hinges in girder AB.
The total moment to be resisted equally by columns above and below
This is less than 2,M = 2,000 k-ft (Table I)pc
therefore no plastic hinge will occur in the column at A.
,Similarly the total moment to be resisted equally by columns above
and below joint B is 685 + 654 = 1339 k-ft. This is less than 2M =pc
1,550 k~ft, therefore no plastic hinge will occur in the column at B.
Note in Fige 13(a) that a plastic hinge has also developed at the
windward end of girder BC. In fact this plastic hinge forms when SA =
000034 rad, therefore it dccurs prior to both plastic hinges in girder
AB. If this plastic hinge was considered in the moment-rotatiori~
behavior of A, K would increase from 5050 to 5,95 for the increment
AB
of rotation from QA = 000034 to GA = 000038 rad, and the reduce to 300
for rotation beyond gA = 000038 rad. This change could be considered
but results in little modiftcation of the moment-rotation curve at A;
therefore, the effect of this plastic hinge will be neglected as
previously discussed in Arto 301.
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In summary;
o < QA < 0.0038
0.003a < QA < 0.0079
O~0079 < Q
A
Joint B
KAB = 5.50
KAB = 3.00
As previously discussed in ,Art. 3.1, it is sufficiently accurate to
examine the restraining function at Joint B based on plastic hinges form-
ing in girders AB and Be and at the tops of columns A, Band C, (Fig. 4).
Initial rotation of joint B, QB' is accompanied by corresponding
rotations at A and C given by:
(38)
r6 .35
2
- 4JL . ElB = 1. 18 ElB rad (39)
The resulting girder end moments due to sway are then
",MAB = (5,50)(29,,500)(2096) (1 33)Q = 1.68x10S QB k-ft (40)fi (224)(12) · B
~c
= (6.67)(29.,"500)(2096) Q
B
=
(224)(12)
(6.35)(29,500)(2096) El = 2.54 x 105 El
B(128)(12) B
k-ft
k-ft
(41)
(42)
~D
= (5070)(29,,500)(2096) (1.18)QB
' (128) (12)
= (6.40)(29,500)(2096) (1.18)El
BI· (3'18) (12)
S
= 2.70xlO QB k-ft
= 1.22x105 Q k-ftB
(43)
(44)
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Also
F (45),M = + 58 k-ft
CB
MF
- - 308 k-ft (46)
CD
Mlf = + 308 k-ft (47)DC
It was previously found that plastic hinges are possible at both
ends of girder AB. Using the method given in Ref. 4, plastic hinges are
found to occur at both ends of girder CD as well. The position of the
windward plastic hinge in girder CD is also of importance at this time
as the maximum possible moment at the centerline of column C will be
required when checking lat~r for a plastic hinge in that column. The
windward plastic hinge in girder CD will occur at a distance of 5.5 ft.
from the face of column C.' The corresponding maximum girder end moment
at the column face is + 530 k-ft.
Assuming that no plastic hinges occur in columns A, B, or C, the
fitst plastic hinge in girders AB ~nd Be'is determined from Eqs. 40 to
47 where MAB , ~A----are determined as previously discussed. The first
plastic hinge occurs at the leeward end of girder
rad. The bending moment distribution corresponding to the formation of
the first plastic hinge is shown in Fig. 14(a). By inspection Col. A
is satisfactory~ Column B must resist 536 + 498 = 1034 k-ft < 2 ,Mpc·
Column C must resist 692 - 99 = 593 k-ft < 2 MPc' Therefore the bending
moment distribution shown is satisfactory. With a plastic hinge at the
leeward end of girder BC, ~BC reduces to 3.0 for further rotation at B.
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Equation 42 then becomes
~c = (3.0)(29,500)(2096) QB(128)(12)
51.21 x 10 QB k-ft (48)
Assuming again that no plastic hinges form in columns A and B the
second plastic hinge will occur at the leeward end of girder AB when
QB = 0.0028 rad. The bending moment distribution at this point is shown
in Fig. l4(b). ColumnA must resist 303 k-ft < 2 Mpc ' Similarly column
B must resist 670 + 600 = 1270 k-ft < 2 ,M Therefore this bendingpc
moment distribution is satisfactory.* At the formation of the 'second
plastic hinge, K reduces to zero for further rotation at B.
BA
One additional plastic hinge is required to reduce the total
restraint at B to zero. The third plastic hinge will occur at the
windward end of girder Be whenQ = O. 0032 radians. T:he final bending
. ~·.-,,-,B_, \';
moment distribution is shown in Fig. l4(c).
In summary,
0 < QB < 0.0020 ~A = 6.67 KBC = 6.35
0.0020 < QB < 0.0028 KBA 6.67 KBC = 3.00
0.0028 < QB < 0.0032 KBA = 0 K = 3.00Be
0.0032 < QB ~A = 0 KBC = 0
Joint C
Initial rotation of girders CB and CD at C is accompanied by
corresponding rotations at Band D as follows
QB = 0.85 QC
Qn = 1.20 QC
(49)
(50)
* Occurence of a plastic hinge in Col. C will not alter the restraining
coefficients because of the plastic hinge'.. in girder Be. Calculations
of the centerline moment will,then not be necessary.
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The resulting girder end moments due to sway are
~A = 1.30 x 105 GC k-ft (51)
~C 2017 x 105 8 k-ft (52)C
~B 2.30 x 105 9 k-ft (53)C
MCD 1.04 x 105 9C k-ft (54)
5 (55)M 1010 x 10 eC k-ftDC
Plastic hinges are possible at both ends of girder CB, 5.5 ft from
the windward end of girder CD, at the leeward end of girder CD and at
the top of columns B, C and Do
Assuming no plastic hinges will occur in the columns, the first
plastic hinge forms at the. leeward 81J.d ofgird~r BCwl1~!1 9C = 0.0024
rad. The bending moment distribution when the first hinge develops is
shown in Fig. 15(a)0 Columns B, C and D must resist 1047, 600, and
634 k-ft, respectively, which are all less than twice their respective
Mpc values. Therefore this be~ding moment distribution is satisfactory.
K
CB
reduces to zero with the formation of the first plastic hinge.
~~~~~~cond plastic hinge forms at the leeward end of girder CD
when 9C = 0.0027 rad.\.The bending moment distribution at the formation
of the second plastic hinge is shown in Fig. 15(b). Columns C and D
must now resist 639 and 694 k-ft which are still less than twice their
respective M values v K = 300 for further rotation at C.
pc CD
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The third plastic hinge will form either in girder CD or at the
top of column C. Assuming that this hinge forms at the windward end
of the girder, the maximum end moment M ,is + 838_"k..-ft. The corres-CD l._ _ /- _.~_ .._-.._-" - " ---. . ~ _-<.•.-.,-"............
ponding column centerline moment at C will be + 550 k-ft, and the
column must resist 702 + 550.= 1,25~.k-ft. The column can resist only
2M = 772 k-ft. Therefore the third plastic hinge must form in thepc
column.
The bending moment distribution at the f~~mation of the third
plastic hinge is shown in Fig. 15(c). At this point, QC = 408/0.488 x
105 = 0.0084 rad.* In summary:
0 < 9C < 0.0024 KCB = 5.70 KeD = 6.40
0.0024 < QC < 0.0027 KCB = a KeD = 6.40
0.0027 < 9C < 0.0084 ·KCB 0 KeD 3.00
0.0084 < QC "KCB = 0 KCD = 0
Joint D
Initial rotation of girder DC at D is accompanied by a rotation at
C given by
e
c
0.825 9
D
(56)
The r.esulting girder end moments due to sway are
M = 1.90 x 105 QCB D (57)
(58)
* From.Fig. l5(c), Men = 308 + 100 = 408 k-ft. From Eq. 54, MCn = 1.04
x 105 QC (6~4g) = 0.488 QC k-ft.
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M = 0.91 x 105 QDC D
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(59)
Assuming that no plastic hinges occur in the columns in the first
plastic hinge occurs at the le~ward end of girder CD when eD = 0.0032
rad. (Again, the plastic hinge in girder CB is neglected.) For
further rotation ~C = O. The bending moment distribution is shown in
Fig. 16. The plastic moment capacities of columns C and D have not
been exceeded, therefore this bending moment distributiop is satis~
factory.
In summary
o < Qn 0.0032
0.0032 < Qn
Kpc = 5.65
~C = 0
Step 2 ,- Calculation of Restraining Functions Mr
The second step in the solutiorl~ is to obtain the lateral load-
deflection curve of each sway subassemb1age, or equivalently, the load-
deflection curve of the restrained column in each sway subassemblage.
The previous calculations have determined the restrain~ng coefficients
K from which the restraining functions, Mr , for each sway subassemblage
may be determined. The:' restraining functions. are # now .calculates! .
Windward Sway ·Subassemblage A-B
Using the values of KAB and QA given in the summary for joint A in
Step 1, the initial restraining function is given by Eq. 23 as follows:
(5.59)~(~9,500)(2096) 9 M =1189 M (60)
"(?_O) (12)(12,000) A peA A peA I'
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where
o < QA < 0.0038 rad
when QA = 0.0038 rad, the restraining moment is
M'
rl
= (118)(0.0038) M = 0.45 M ApeA pc (61)
For increased horizontal deflection
(3.0)(29,500)(2096) 9 M = 65 Q
A
.M
pcA(20)(12)(12,000) A' peA
where
0.0038 < GAB ~ 0.0079
When QA = 0.0079 rad,the restraining moment is
Mr'Z = 0.45M + 65(O.0079-0.0038)M = 0.72 ,MpeA - peA peA
(62)
(63)
Note that center to center distances are used for the girder spans in
these computations (Art. 4.1).
For 9A > 0.0079 rad, KAB = 0, therefore the sway subassemblage
becomes a mechanism and its load-deflection curve is determined by the
rigid-plastic mechanism solution, given,by the curve~Mt
r2 0.72 MpeA
Figure 17 shows the non-dimensionalized lateral load-deflection
curve for subassemb1age AB, obtained with the aid of the design chart
given in the Appendix I (Fig. 24 for P/P = 0·.45 and h/r = 22).y
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Interior Sway SUbassemhlage AC,
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The restraining functions are computed from the previously obtained
K - Q results given in the summary for joint B. FromEq. 23
where
o < 9B < 000020 rad
At QBC = 0.0020, the restraining moment is
(64)
M'
rl
Similarly
~2
where
= O.96'M Bpc
Qo67EIAB 3.0EIBC
--- Q M + ' Q ,M = 325 Q 'M
LABMPcB B pcB L~CMPCB B pcB B pcB
(65)
(66)
0.0020 < eB < 0.0028 rad
W'hen e
B
= 0.0028 rad, the ·res training mom~.nt is
M'2 = 0.96 M + 325 (0.0008) M = 1.22 M
r pcB pcB pcB
Similarly
whe,re
0.0028 < QB < 0.0032 rad
When eBC = 0.0032 rad the restraining moment is
M' = 1.22 M B + l40(O.0004)M = 1.28 M
r3 pc pcB pcB
The non-dimensiona1ized lateral load-deflection curve for
subassemblage AC is shown in Fig. 18.
(67)
(68)
(69)
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Interior Sway Subassemblage B-D
The restraining functions are computed from the previously
obtained K-Q~results given in the summary for joint C. FromEq. 23
785 8C: ·MpeC (70)
where
o < Qc < 0.0024 rad
W'hen QeD = 0.0024 rad, the restraining moment is
M'
rl = (785)(0.0024) M C = l.88-M Cpc pc (71)
·'ii)llj.lar 1y
M
r2 = 255 Qc . MpcC
where
0.0024 < ec < 0.0027 rad.
When QCD 0.0027 rad, the restraining moment is
M
r
' Z = 1.88 + 255 (0.0003.) M = 1.96 M Cpee pc
Similarly
(72)
(73)
120 Qc ,M epc, (74)
where
0.0027 < Qc < 0.0084 rad.
Since the third plastic hinge is in the column, the maximum restraining
moment is
M" = 2.0 M C
r3 pc
The non-dimensio~alized lateral load-deflection curve is shown
in Fig. 19.
(75)
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Leeward Sway Subassemblage CD
The restraining function is computed from Eq. 23 by using the
previously obtained K-~ results given in the summary for joint D.
where
o < 9 < 0.0032 rad.D
At 9 = 0.0032 rad~ the restraining moment is
Mr'l = 1.05 MpcD
The non-dimensionalized lateral load-deflection curve is shown in
Fig. 20.
St~p 3 - Determination of Total Shear Resistance
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(76)
(77)
The third step in the solution is to determine the shear resistance
of each sway subassemblage and from that the total shear resistance of
the story. Table IV lists the shear resistance, Q, of each subassemblage
in kips for increments of ~way angle Alh and also the total shear
resistance, ~Q. The total shear resistance ~Q is plotted as the solid
line, curve (a), in Fig. 21 with deflection-index, ~/h, as the abcissa.
Since the initial column shear in each subassemblage consistent with zero
initial sidesway was neglected, the true shear resistance of each sway
subassemblage requires a correction to. account for the initial shear
force. However, the total correction across a story is zero so the total
shear resistance ~Q as computed in Table IV is correct. The corresponding
sway ~/h will be slightly in error, however, as discussed in Art. 4.2,
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since the frame is unsymmetrica1.*
In summary, the maximum shear resistance of the story is 162.4
kips at a deflection index of 0.0050. The shear resistance at the
formation of a mechanism is 145.7 kips at a deflection index of 0.0090.
At the factored lateral load of 148.5 kips the deflection index is
To complete the design of this story it would now be necessary to
perform a similar analysis for wind from the right.
5.2 Discussion of the Example
1. Sway Compatibiiity and Sequence of P1ast~c Hinge Formation
The method of computing restraining coefficients in Cha~ter 3
provided a basis for enforcing sway compatibility of the s~ay subas-
semb1ages in a story. Several assumptions were made in order to arrive
at a reasonable design procedure. An examination of the results
obtained in the illustrative example indicat~s that sway compatibility
is nearly achieved.
Figure 22 shows the locations of plastic hinges which resulted in
the mechanism. The numbers in circles indicate the sequence in which
they formed with increasing sway. The deflection index of the story (~/h)
at the formation of each plastic hinge in the girders is also shown.
* Actually, since., there will be secondary P-8 moments associated with
the error in the sway deflection, the total shear resistance EQ will
also be slightly in error. However, this is of thitd order magnitude
and can be neglected.
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It will be noted that the third plastic hinge is common to both
Figs. 17 and 18 and theoretically should occur at an identical 6/h in
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each figure if sway c'Qinpatib~ility exists. The agreement is quite good
as can be s~en from the values of D./h shown in Fig. 22.
It will also be noted that the first plastic hinge is common to
Figs. 18 and 19. Similarly the second plastic hinge is common to Figs.
19 and 20. However, examination of these figures indicates an apparent
large discrepan~y in the deflection index of individual subassemblages
corresponding to identical plastic hinges.
Some of the discrepancy arises from the assumptions stated in Art.,
3.1, and with the use of clear span and certer to center girder span
lengths 0 Also, whereas idealized elastic"-plastic behavior of columns
and girders is assumed in calculating th~ restraining funbtions and the
\ .
column rotations at the formation of plastic hinges, the restrained column
charts as given in Appendix I (Figse 24 to 27) have been prepared on the
basis of real column behavior including gradual plastification of the
cross-section and instability effectse
The dashea curve, (a), in Figo 19 is the restrained column curve for
Mrl = 785 GMPcc neglecting residual stress and instability due to axial
load. Better agreement between sways at the formation of plastic hinges
1 and 2 is obtained using this curve. The first plastic hinge forms at
~/h = 000028 compared with ~/h = 0.0032 from ,Fig. 18. Similarly the
second plastic hi~ge forms at ~/h = 0.0032 compared with ~/h = 0.0038
from.Fig. 20.
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Some of the discrepancy can be eliminated by limiting the axial
load ratio to values less than the level of assumed residual stresses,
that is P!Py < 0.70 and to lower linear portions of the charts, say
M' < 1.50 M However, this limitation satisfies the assumptions ofr :pc
the m~thpd at the expense of real column behavior. Real girder behavior
~
would account for plastification and the effect of residual stresses in
the girders.
The dashed curve, (b), 'of Fig. 23 shows qualitatively the effect of
accounting for gradual plastification of the girder in sway subassemblage
AB. At onset of yielding at the first plastic hinge the restraining
function would gradually reduce froID:M = 118 g M to M = 65'9 ,M
r pc r pc
Similarly the restraining function would gradually reduce from'M = 65
r
Q Mpc ' to zero during the formation of the second plastic hinge. The
curve would, however, become tangent to the mec~anism curve M' = 0.67
r
MpcA since the maximum restraining moment does not change.
It can be observed from Fig~ 23 that consideration of gradual plasti-
fication of the girder would cause a reduction in the shear resistance of
the subassemblage and an increase in sway deflection at formation of a
mechanism~ However, considering the assumptions on which the design
method is based and' the degree of accuracy inherent in the method, this
difference is not considered significant.
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2. Initial Sway
Recall that the initial sway of the story-was neglected when
determining the load-deflection behavior (Art.- 4.2). An analysis of
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the frame shown in Figo 12(b) using moment distribution indicates that
a force of approximately 8 kips acting from the left is required to
maintain the story in a non-swayed position. Curve (a) in ,Fig. 21 then
underestimates the shear resistance of the story by that amount. The
reverse situation exists when considering wind from the right.
3. Second Order Rigid-Plastic Solution
Referring again to Fig. 21, curve (c) is the second order rigid-
plastic curve cbrrespbnding to the mechanism obtained in the illustrative
example. It can be determined by combining the mechanism curves shown,
in Figs. 17 to 20. The intersection of curve (c) with the zero sway
axis (~/h = 0) shows a modified simple plastic theory load of 228 kips.*
The plastic hinges obtained in the illustrative example result in
an over complete mechanism, that is, more plastic hinges f~rm than are
actually required for a mechanism to develop .. If the formation of the
plastic hinge at the leeward end of girder Be is ignored, the resulting
second order rigid-plastic mechanism curve of the story, using a virtual
work analysis', ,is given by curve (d), Fig. 21. The corresponding modified
simple plastic theory load is .232 kips. This is not the mechanism
obtained in the design example. However, similar behavior is apparent.
* Th'e modified simple plastic load accounts for the reduced plastic
moment capacities of the columns due to axial load effects (Ref. 4,
Lecture 3).
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4~ A44l Steel
As previously mentioned, the design charts may be used with ·little
modification for A44l steel. Enter a chart correspording to the given
axial force ratio, pip, of the column and an equivalent slendernessy
ratio (h/r
x
) given-by the formula:
equ
= (h-) -~r xl36
x A441
where (h/rx )A44l is the slenderness ratio of the A441 column being used
and cr is the corresponding yield stress level~y
The A/h scale of the chart used must also be modified according to
the following formula:
where (6/h)36 is the existing scale on the design charts for A36 steel.
With these modifications, the charts are then used as illustrated
in this report"
5,,3 Proposed Design Procedure
The following procedure is suggested for designing columns and
girders in unbraced frames:
1) Perform a preliminary design using an .approximate method such
as the one described in Reference 4. It is possible to include
a certain amount of p-~ moment in the calculations. A deflection
index, A/h, between 0.01 and 0.02 may be assumed in estimating
the P-L\ moment.
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2) Estimate the axial forces, P, in the columns due to lateral
load. These axial forces should be added to or subtracted
. from the axial forces due to gravity load.
3) 'Separate the central portion of a two-story unit to be
designed into sway subassemblages.
4) Calculate initial restraining coefficients, K.
5) ,Calculate the reduced values of restraining coefficients at
the top of the restrained column in each sway subassemblage
and the column top rotation corresponding to each reduction.
6) Determine the restraining functions Mr and the corresponding
maximum restraining moments ~M' for each sway subassemblage.
r
7) With the aid of design charts, construct the load-deflection
curve for each subassemblage.
8) Combine each of these curves to construct the load-deflection
curve of the story.
9) ,Determine ~f the preliminary members determined in 1) are
adequate. This can be done on ~he basis of maximum strength
(maximum ,shear resistance of the story) maximum deflection
(at working or factored load) or for any other suitable load
or deflection criterion.
10) If the preliminary members are not adequate, select larger
(or smaller) sections and repeat the a~alysis.
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6. SUMMARY
A method has been ,developed for designing columns and girders in
unbraced multi-story frames. It is based on the concept of sway subas-
semblages and is particularly suitable for selecting members; for
combined loading. A d~sign procedure has been suggested which will
allow a relatively straight forward analysis of a story to be made.
The application of the method was demonstrated by an illustrative
example in .Chapter 5. The example showed that after preliminary member
sizes· had been selected, the complete load-deflection behavior of the
story could be obtained without the prior design of other portions of
.J
18
the frame. The adequacy of the preliminary member sizes could then be
determined on the basis of ~ither strength or deflection criteria. The
load-deflection information obtained from the proposed design method
makes it possible to re-proportion the columns and girders in a story to
obtain a more economical design, even thQugh the load-deflection
behavior of the story may be adequate. The basis of determining the
adequacy of columns and girders in a multi-story frame exceeding ten to
twenty stories in height will likely be the deflection-index of each
13,14
story or of the frame as a whole at the working load condition.*- .
With the ratio of column to girder stiffnesses normally present in
m~lti-story frames, the girders will affect the sway behavior of a frame
to a gr~ater degree than the columns. On the basis of 'constant frame
,* The number of stories will vary between frames and will depend on the
contribution to stiffness of the cladding, interior pattitions, etc.
which are not part of the strength of the frame itself.
wieght, it will then be more economical to increase first the girder
sizes to reduce sway deflection.
Throughout the development, extensive use was made of certain
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A recently developed second order elastic-plastic method of
charts describing the load-deflection behavior of restrained .columns.
These charts became the design charts which are used in the design
procedure. It is apparent that these charts translate the column top
rotations obtained from the methods of Chapter 3 into column top sway
deflections. The combined effect of the column deflections then
results in the story deflection.
Sample design charts a~e~given in Appendix I, together with the
analytical basis for their developm~nt. A complete set of charts
covering a wide rang~ of p/p and h/r ratios has been prepared ~nd
y
will be presente~~~ a separate reportl5
The assumptions made in the development of the design method
presented in this report will be examined further in a subsequent
11
report
analysis, which gives the load-deflection curve of each s'tory of a
multi-story frame of considerableheight·"will be used as a basis for
16
examining these assumptions,
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TABLE I
PRELIMINARY COLU:MN SECTIONS AND ASSUMED AXIAL LOADS
Wind from left
Reduced
Column Section Yield Axial PL P1as.tic h(A36) Force Load Moment* -
p PL Py ~c ry.;) x
Kips Kips K~in.
A20~A21 14WF264 2795 1209 0.43 12,000 21.4
B20-B21 14WF246 2604 1384 0.53 9,300 21.5
C20-C21 14WF~42 3621 3096 0.85 4,630 20.6
D20-D21 14WF287 3037 2646 0.87 ~,170 21.2
i //
* From tabulated values in Ref~ 10
TABLE II
COLUMN AND GIRDER PROPERTIES
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Member Section h
A36 L t - d I Mp2
in. in, in in in4 ·K-in
A20-A21 14WF264 -- 72 16.50 3526 --
CJ)
0,
S B20-B21 14WF246 -- 72 16~25 3229 --~\
r-I
0
u C20-C21 14WF342 72 17.50 4912-- -- --
:
D20-D21 14WF287
-- --
72 16.75 3912
--
Cf.) A20-B20 24WF76 240 22,4 -- -- 2096 7200
~
(lJ
'"C B20-C20 24WF76 144 128 2096 7200$-I -- --
~r-I
C!) !
C20-D20 24WF76 336 318 -- -- 209'6 7200
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TABLE III
INITIAL ,RESTRAINING COEFFICIENTS
Joint Tt> Right
,\
To Left
A20 KAB = 5.'50 --
B20 KBC = 6.35 ~A = 6.67
C20 KeD = 6.40 KCB = 5.70
D20
-- ~c :::; 5.65
TABLE IV
LOAD-DEFLECTION DATA
8 QAB i QAC QBD QeD }:Q' . Ii
Units Kips : Kips Kips Kips Kips
O~OO10 7.5 17.\4 14,.6 2.7 '42.2
O:OO2Q 14.7 35.5 29.0 5.4 84.6
0.0030 21.8 53,,2 43.0 7.9 125.:9
0.0035 25.5 60.5 45.5 9.3 140.8
0.0040 29.3 66.3 47.2 10.1 152.9
0.0045 32.1 72.3 47.4 7.9 159.7
0.0050 33.5 76.0 46.2 6.7 162.4
0.0060 37.0 74.5 44.3 3.4 159.2
0.0070 40.9 73.0 41.3 -0.2 155.0
0.0080 44.6 71.5 39.0 -3.4 151.7,
0.0085 46.7 70.8 3-7.3 , -5.1 149.1
0.0090 ?4-6.7 70.0 35.7 -6.7 145.7
0.0100 45.0 68.5 32.5 -10.1 135.7
0.0120 42.3 65.4 '26.1 -16.7 117.1
0.0140 39.7 62.3 19.7 -23.3 98.4
0.0160 37.0 59.2 13.3 _~29. 9 79.6
0.0180 34.4 56l'1 6.9 -36.5 60.9
0.0200 31.7 53.0 0.5 -43.1 42.1
2M
----.E..£ 166.7 129.0 64.5 44.0h
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Fig. 5 RESTRAINED COLUMN IN THE SWAY SUBASSEMBLAGE
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9 G APPENDIX I
PROCEDURE FOR PREPARING DESIGN CHARTS
In order to facilitate the application of the proposed design
method, charts relating the lateral load versus sway deflection
behavior of restrained columns are requiredG Four such charts are
shown in Figs. 24 to 27. Each chart is prepared for a given axial
load ratio P/Py and a given slenderness ratio h/r for the restrained
column in the sway subassemblage.*
The lateral force Q is non-dimensionalized as 2~h with M c beingpc p
the reduced plastic moment of the column corresponding to the given pipy
ratio and h/Z is the column height equal to one-half the story height.
The horizontal sway, ~, is non-dimensionalized as A/h, where h is the
full story height.
Each chart contains two sets of curves. Figure 28 shows a portion
of the chart for PIP = 0.55 and h/r = 22 (FigG 25). Curves of the
y
first set are restrained column curves such as o-a-h and o-at-b'-i,
~~..--....--~,-....,~,o........... ~,...-...", ,...~",_",-,'
wh ich define the~J:<:>?_~~!P~,~E':E~~~~:~~=~~,,_~L~,~!~!"_,~ _c~<:>~_s-!=~21E_
.restraining function M ~ Curves of the second set consist of parallel
~.. _.......... r., .....--...........--.......~~..........,...,.:.......... .. --...,lI",.---'""..'-:r--.~... ---........., .............. ~ ............. -_.•~ .....
straight lines such as g-j, f-c and d-e. These are second order rigid-
r:... .._..:....:....,/:_::.: _'"..;.. .. ~::-,·.; __ -,~·.""""""~.r.-:":~~"""'~'·-"":,;";.,,,,:_·,,,,,,,·,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,, ... ,,....7~...... ........:-:,.,-.»"".:.,.....,,...r--...r.......~~', .. ........,,..:.: ............. '........... ,._.....,~"" ...... .--:0. ......... '--......... .................,..y
plastic mechanism curves, and define the relationship between~ qnd~...--....._--~~ --.., ~'.~'... "'"Yo, 2Mpc
A/h for a constant restraining moment M' .
r
* These four charts are used in the solution of the illustrative example
in Chapter 5 of this report, Additional charts covering a wide range
of P/Py and h/r values have been prepared and will be available in a
separate report. iS
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Table V shows a typical computation for two restrained column
curves of the first set for M = 100 QM and M = 400 9M corres-
r pc r pc
ponding to P/Py = 0.50 and h/r = 20. The circled num~er8 (2), ~---
indicate the sequence in which the .computption is performed. The table
is arranged for the greatest ease of ha~d calculation.
Corresponding to assumed values of M 1M ,the rotation y (Fig. 5)
n pc
is obtained from known moment-rotation curves for the column (Reference
12), and Mr/M is computed from Eq. 4. The joint rotation 9'is thenpc I
computed from the relationship
M
r = k Q ~c (78)
in which k equals 100 or 400 given above. Equation 5 relating the
rotations, Q, Y and ~ /h is used to determine ~ Ih. The shear equili-
n n
brium condition may then be written
Qnh = _ [M + P~n] (79)2 n 2
or non-dimensionally,
p h d
:nl
Q h [M p~] [Mn ,p r 2rn n" n y (80)2Mpc = -Mpc + 2Mpc ~+ 2.36 f (l-P Ipy)\pc /
Equation 80 determines the lateral force Q consistent with the
n
joint rotation Q. In all the calculations made for the design charts,
the d/2r and f ratios are taken as 1.15 and 1.11 respec~ive1y.
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All other
The restrained column curves tn- the first set all terminate with
l ~~_...----....-- -...........:_.........-.....-.... ....__........'...___........ ..__._..... ..__..........,.......--........ ·---.......,·--............ .---.............................~ -·--..' ... r-----....~··--....~f~'~·~~~r____.... ....c~..... ,---................ , ............ ....,._............", ........... --~,,·'--.- ..... --.......~·~......,':~~ ••~,'~ __-_ •• -,.:...:....:..,.~,.~'~ I~~ =-'·~- .... ('~Lo.:..".'=, .......~......... ~ •._._.:..........~......,.':~ ."~ .....
line through all of these end points will also pass through the point
Qh/2M = 1.0 anp defines the second order rigid-plastic mechanismpc
curve of the second set for the constant moment M' ~ 2.0 M
r pc
mechanism curves are p~rallel to and below this curve-and correspond to
\
the formation of a plastic hinge in the girder, Fig. 29(b), with a
resulting reduction of restraining function.
The second set of curves are 'then determined as straight lines
parallel to the curve M' = 2.0 M ,starting with the curve M' = 0r pc ' ' r
which passes through the origin and spaced at equal increments of M'
r
TABLE V
COMPUTATION. OF RESTRAINED COLl:lMN- CURVES
I
OJ
..J::'
L = 0.50p
y
-~. = 20
r
M = k 9·M
r pc
~~ 0 v 0,' 0-1 f1 ~44vF,r~~ CD ~; 0 ./1 -.J n ,J P6 Qh
.r
.9 ~ =€1 n ny - - ~M h M Mpc pc pc pc
k=100 .k=400 k=100 . k=400 k=100 . k=400 k=100 . k=400
i
I
: 0.40 0.0040 0.0010 -0.0004 0<>0044 0.0014 -002000 0.0383 0.01.22 0·.1617 00 1 878
0:80 ' 0.0080 0.0020 -0.0008 0 .. 0088 0.0028 -0.. 4000 0.0765 0.0244 0 .• 3235 0.3756
.1.. 20 0.0120 0.0030 ~O .0013 0,,0133 0.0043 -0.6000 O. 1159 0.0374 0-.4841 0.5626
1.60 0.0160 0.0040 -0.0018 0.0178 0.0058 -0-.8000 0-.1549 0.-0505 0.6451 0 • .7495
1 .. 80 0.0180 0.0045 -0.0023 0.0203 o.0,0-68 -0.9000 0.1763 0 .• 0592 0.7237 0.8408
I
1.• 90 0.0190 0.0048 ~O.OO31 0.0221 0.0079 ; -0.9500 . e .19-20 . 0.86-88 0.7580 O.88~2
I .. .9'6 0 .• 0196 0.0049 -0.009-0 0.0236 ' 0.0089 -0.9800 0.2050 0·.0775 0.7750 0.9025
.i.
2 .• 00 0-.0200 0.0050 -0 .0060 . 0.0260 . 0.0110 -1.0000 0.2265 0.0957 0.7735 0,.9043
Qh
~=
pc
M
r
--- = -Mpc
[
M :; ~:r .~ J~ + y =M - P
. pc 2. 36f(1- ,p)
'y
.M
2~
Mpc
~M 6.~~ + 8 7--l'1 • hpc _(From-. Eq. 74)
(From_:Eq. -4)
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10 . APPENDIX II
DERIVATION OF EXPRESSION FOR INITIAL
RESTRAINING .COEFFICIENT ($q.. 8)
Reference will be made to Figs. 6 and 7 throughout the d~rivation
of Eq. 8. In addition to the assumptions stated in the report, it will
be assume,d that
1. Equal end moments exist in the girders when computing
shears at the column faces.
2. The depth~of colum~s A and B are ~qual to their average depths.
3. The depths of girders AB and Be are equal to their average
depths.
4. Terms involving displacements of higher order than one are
neglected.
Using the slope deflection equations, equilibrium of moments at
joints A and B is given by
[ 2dcJ1 + - = 0
,e,AB
and
[
2d C ]
1 + tAB' ~A +MAB
(81)
[ 1+2d
C ]gB=O
~BC (82)
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where d and d are the average depths of the girders and the columnsg c -
respectively (Fig. 7). Writing Eqs. 81 and 82 in terms of ~ and
equating the resulting expressions w~ obtain
2d
c
QA [1 + Q" K
AB
, - ~ J-Q 11+ ~ + 1 1+ MABhc [1 + tAB]..'= 0 (83)12 6. B 3 2.\ 12EIA d
- 1 + If
c
where
a'
he lAB ' [ 1 + 2dc /tAB I ]~AB' l A 1 + d /hg c
S = hclAB [ 1 + 2dc/tAB J~ABlB 1 + dg/hc '
~ = hcIBC [ 1 + 2dc /tBC ]{,BCIB 1 + d /hg c
(84)
(85)
(86)
From the slope-deflection equations,
(87)
Substituting for QB in Eqo 83, we have
[
~ KAB', ] _ MABtAB [_1 - ..::.. + ~ + ~IQA :,_3 + -2' +?J + a' = 0 (88)l 12 EIAB _2 12 6 4
where
(89)
E~uation 88 can be written
[
KAB , ]3 + o. 513 + '1. + Q' I 1'2 '
MAB = 6 3 - O. 50! + l3 + 1. 5 '1 (90)
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The initial restraining coefficient ~B is then obtained from Eq. 90,
= [3 + o. S!3 +'1 + Q' I ~]KAB 6
,3 O.50!+S+1.5~
(91)
If the depths of the columns and girders in Fig. 7 do not differ
appreciably from their average depths, which is closely approximated in
practical frames, then the actual depths may be used in Eqs. 84, 85, 86
and 89 instead of the average depths. The resulting equations are then
those given in Chapter 3, Eqs. 9, 10, 11 and 12.
If axial load in columns B(, A and B of Fig. 7 is inciuded in the
derivation of Eq. 91, the slope deflection equations will contain the
coefficients C and S (Reference 17) which account for the reduction in
column stiffness due to axial load. In this case, Eq. 8, (or Eq. 91)
for KAB still applies. However, the terms O!, a'----, determined from
Eqso 9 to 12 must be multiplied by the factor 3C/C2_S 2 where C and S
corresp~nd to the particular column associated with the term being
calculated. For examp[e a would be calculated from Eq. 89 as follows:
(92)
where C and S are associated with Col. A.
For pip > 0.70 in the columns, the strong\ axis moment of inertia,y
I, should be reduced to account for the effect of residual stress.
Examples show, however, that for h/r < 40 the axial load effects
and the effect of residual stresses in the columns is smal1"and can be
neglected for practical calculations.
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11 • NOTATION
A = area of member
E elastic modulus
H = applied lateral force
I = strong axis moment of inertia
K = restraining coefficient
L
LIFI
M
center to center span length of girder
load factor
moment at joint or end of member
Mp = plastic moment
M = reduced plastic momentpc
Mr restraining moment or restraining function
M, = maximum restraining momentr
MF = fixed-end moment
P applied axial force
Py axial yield force = A x cry
p-~ = secondary overturning moment
Q = shear resistance of sway subassemblage or story
de depth of column
d depth of girderg
f shape factor
h = sto'ry height
he clear column height
h/r slenderness ratio
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k coefficient
t = clear span length of girder
n = level of girder in frame
w uniformly distributed gravity load on girder
at
=
-I 1 + 2dc /tAB ];
_ 1+ dg/hc
[
y = column chord rotation
A shear distribution coefficient
(jy
Q
= static yield stress of material
= joint translation
= defl~ction index or chord rotation
= joint rotation
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